Abstract. We introduce a measure for the computational complexity of mdiwdual instances of a decision problem and study some of Its properties. The instance complexity of a string~with respect to a set A and time bound t, ict(x : A). is defined as the size of the smallest special-case program for A that run> m time t,decides x correctly, and makes no mistakes on other strings ("don't know" answers are permitted).
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Authors' current addresses: P. Orponen instances also can be, in some sense, inherently hard, that is, hard independent of any particular algorithm used to decide the problem. Such ideas of "instance complexity" have been discussed by, for instance, Hartmanis [1983] .
One proposed approach to studying this dichotomy has been via the notion of complexity cores, introduced by Lynch [1975] . Let us consider decision problems encoded as sets of strings. A (polynomial) complexity core for a set A is a set C such that for every algorithm k' that decides A, and every polynomial t, M' needs more than t( I x I) time on all but finitely many x in C. Thus, one could plausibly interpret a complexity core as an inherently hard collection of problem instances. It is known that any recursive set not in P has an infinite polynomial complexity core [Lynch, 1975] and that if P # NP, then NP-complete sets have cores whose density, that is, the number of strings of each length in the core, is not bounded by any polynomial function . (For an overview of recent work on complexity cores, see Book, et al. [1988] .) Nevertheless, the notion of a complexity core does not seem to lead to any useful formulations of the idea of single instance complexity.
Because of the "all but finitely many" provision in the definition, any finite variation to a core is still a core, and the provision cannot be removed because any finite set of instances can be decided in constant time by Given a set A and a time bound t,the t-bounded instance complexity of x with respect to A is defined as ict(x : A) = rein{\ &f I : Ikf is consistent with~, timeM(y)
Actually, the measure I M I used here, "the size of Turing machine &f," is not a well-defined notion, and the definition should really be framed in terms of programs to some fixed, sufficiently efficient universal machine.
In the body of the paper, we use the correct definition, but the above suffices for purposes of discussion. Technically, our definition is obviously inspired by the notion of Kolmogorov complexity (Hartmanis [1983] ; Kolmogorov, [1965] ; Li and Vitanyi, [1990] ), which provides a measure for the complexity of an individual string. Recall that the t-bound Kolmogorou complexity of a string x is defined (roughly) as K'(x) = min{llvf :timekI(A) <t(lx I), and if(A) =x}, where A denotes the empty string. There is also an interesting variant of this, introduced by Sipser [1983] :
A7Y(x) = min{li M: timeJf(y) < f (ly 1) for all y, and M(y) = 1 if andonlyif y = x}.
It is easy to see that~t(x) < K'(x) for all t and x. We show that for any polynomially self-reducible set A [Meyer and Paterson, 1979; Schnorr, 1976] , and also for any set that is <~t, -hard for NP, A = IC[log, poly] if and only if A G P. We also relate the new class to the advice complexity classes P/log and P/poly defined by Karp and Lipton [1980] 
where exp(n) = 2" and exp'(n) = cn2n + c. As a corollary, we obtain that all DEXT-complete sets have exponentially dense sets of instances with a similar property. Section 6 provides a brief summary and suggests some further research directions.
Preliminaries
We consider decision problems coded as sets of strings over the alphabet 2 = {O, 1}. The length of a string x e Z* is denoted I x I ; A denotes the empty string. We define a pairing function on strings as follows: given strings x, y, let the binary representation of I x I , without leading zeros, be b~""" b~; then (X, y) = blbl """ b~b~10xy. This results in slightly nonstandard definitions for the more sensitive classes, but has no effect on classes such as P, DEXT, etc. Let us denote LP = fj 1(l). Then DTIME(t(n)) = {LP: timeP(x) s ct( I x 1) for some constant c), P = U DTIME(nc + c), C>o DEXT = U DTIME(2c" + c Such structure can be imposed on the programming system by using a pairing function similar to the one described above to encode pairs of elementap rograms, together with some information as to how the pair is to be interpreted. The operations can naturally be iterated; in particular, we define plup~u . ..upk=p1u(P2u . . . u (pL_, Upk) ."").
An important property of this iterated union is that for any fixed set of programs pi,. ... p~.
Elementay Properties
Using table look-up, the Kolmogorov complexity of a string is easily seen to be an upper bound on its instance complexity with respect to any set. 
By invariance (Theorem 2.1), then, there is a constant c, independent of A and x, such that
where t'(n)= ct(n)log t(n)+ c. Conversely, assume that there are a polynomial t and a constant c such that for all x, ic'(x : xl) < c. 
t,timeP(x)
> t( I x I) for almost all x in C (i.e., for all but finitely m:my x in C). A set A is p-immune if it is a polynomial core for itself, and hi-immune if both
A and A-are cores for A. The notion of a polynomial complexity core was defined by Lynch [1975] and further studied by various authors [Even, et al., 1985; . The idea of immunity was transported from its original recursion theoretic setting (cf. [Rogers, 1967, Sect. 8 Let A be a recursille set. and U(p, y) =A(y).} ET AL.
Clearly r-ict(x:~) < icf(,x:~) for all r, A, t,nd x. Also, ifthereis a total T-program for A, and all of r(r-1(n )), t(n), and T(rz ) are time-constructible and nondecreasing, then r-ic'(x :~) can be computed in time For any nondecreming time constructible function r(n) > n, there is a constant c such that for all A, nondecreasing t(n) > n, and x, ict(x:A) <r-ict(x: A)+r-l(lxl)+c, where t'(n) = ct(n)logt(n) + c.
PROOF.
Let r be as stated, and consider an interpreter M that computes the following:
Such an interpreter can easily be constructed so that for some small constant d, timeM((n, p), y) s d( I y I +timeu(p, y)). Given then A, t and x, let p, be a minimal length r-ic'-program for A deciding x, and let p = (r-1( I x I), pX ).
Then M(p, x) = U(pX, x) # L , and for all y, M(p, y) = A(y) and
The result follows by invariance. D
We conclude this section with a simple, but very useful proposition on the behavior of the ic measure under polynomial time reductions. Here and also later m this PaPer, can be computed in time bounded by a nonde-M be an interpreter implementing the following we occasionally equate natural numbers with their binary representations without leading zeros. Note that m this representation, I n I s log n + 1.
Let t be any polynomial and x any string; without loss of generality, assume that t is nondecreasing.
It can be seen that if q is a t-program for B deciding jlx), then q is also an (M, t")-program for A deciding x, where
there is a constant c, independent of t and t", such that for all x, ict '(x : A) < ict"(x: A) + c, where t'(n) = ct''(n)log t"(n) + c.
•l
It is quite straightforward to extend the above proof to yield also:
Let f be a <~ft -reduction ji-om a set A to a set B (precisely, let f be the fimction mapping a string x to the set of strings queried in the reduction for x). Then there exists a constant c such that for any polynomial t there is a poljwomial t' such that for all x, ic''(x: A) < c max ic'(y : B).
v=f (x) 4. Sets with Logarithmic
Instance ComplexiR ecall that the class P can be characterized as the class of sets with constantbounded instance complexity (with respect to polynomial time bounds); on the other hand, the instance complexity of any set can grow at most linearly.
In this section, we study the class of sets with logarithmically bounded instance complexity.
Our main result is that if a polynomially self-reducible set [Meyer and Paterson, 1979; Schnorr, 1976 ] has logarithmic instance complexity, then it is in P. Consequently SAT, and by application of Propositions 3.5 and 3.6, any set that is <~tr -hard for the class NP, can have logarithmic instance complexity only if P = NP. We also show that our class of sets lies properly between the advice complexity classes P/log and P/poly introduced by Karp and Lipton [1980] , and is incomparable with the class Pjlin. Let us define, for functions s(n), t(n), are a constant c and a polynomial t such that for all x G 2*, ict(x : A) s c log I x I + c. We claim that the recursive tree-pruning procedure given in Figure  1 is then a polynomial time algorithm for deciding membership in A.
To verify the correctness of the algorithm, consider a computation of it on an input x. Note that, by the assumption A E ICIC log n + c, d n)], and the polynomial boundedness of the query chains, the global variable H initially contains a set of polynomially many programs p such that for any string~1 queried by M during the computation, and for the original input x, there is some p q II such that timeP(y) < t( I y 1) and U(p, y) = A(y). By induction on the recursion depth of the computation, one can then show that:
(i) whenever either one of the procedures decide(y) and reducc( y) returns a decision on whether a string y belongs to A, that decision is correct;
(ii) no t-programs for A are ever deleted from II, so it is actually true throughout the computation that the programs in 11 cover all the relevant strings, in the sense described above; (iii) any call to either one of the procedures terminates. A set A belongs to the class P/f if there exist another set B = P and a function h:. fl e Z*, such that for all n, I h(n) I s f(n), and for all x, x = A if ancl only if (x, h( I x I)) q B. We define P/log = U P/c log n, C>o P/lin = U P/en, C>o P/poly = U P/nc. C>o PROOF (i) Given A E P/log, let B = P and h: fl~S", I h(n) I s c log n, be such that for all x, A(x) = B((x, h( I x I ))). Let M be an interpreter that on input ((n, z), x)outputs the value B((x, z))if Ixl=n, and A otherwise. = O(log n). But by the construction of ,4, for large enough x this is not possible. (In fact, doing the argument in a little more detail shows that for every polynomial t, ict(x : A ) > I x I -2 log I x I for almost all x q A. Also, the class P/lin can, with minor modifications, be replaced by any class P/f, where f (~z) = @(log n).) (iii) Let some fixed c Y O be given; for simplicity, assume that c is an integer. We show how to construct by diagonalization a set A such that A~ IC[log, poly], but A @ P/~for any~(n) < n'. Let Bl, B2,. . . be some enumeration of all sets in P in which every set appears infinitely often. At stage n of the construction, we diagonalize against basis set B. and all advice strings w, I w I < n', as follows. Let X" denote the set of strings of length n; without loss of generality assume that 2" z n'. Let xl, Xz,. . . . Xz. be an enumeration of the strings in 2" in lexicographic order, and let S. denote the set {xl>x~,..., x,,.}. For each string w, I w I < n', let AW = {x q S. : (x, w) G B,,}. Since S. has 2'" different subsets, but there are fewer than this number of sets AM,, there is some At") c S. such that A(") # AW for all w, I w I < n'. Define A as the union of the A(") sets from each stage, A = I_l~~~, A(").
By Given an x such that I x I = n, and x = XL in the enumeration of Z", define
Clearly there is some (low-order) polynomial t such that for every x, p, is an (iW, t)-program for A deciding x. Moreover, for x such that I x I = n, lpXl<ln l+lncl+l +210glnl+210g l~2cl+8
= O(log n).
The result follows by invariance. u Let s(n) > t(n) > n be nondecreasing time-constructible functions, and let A be a set in DTIME(s) -DTIME( t ). Then there exists a constant c ET AL.
sLlch that for infinitely rnunyx,
where s'(n) = C2z''~(rz)(rz + &dzzz)). 
where s'(n) = c2~ns(7z)(n + log s(~z)).
Assume then that the statement of the theorem does not hold, so that there is some XO such that for all x > x{, (in the lexicographic ordering), Let t be a time bound. A set S is t-coverable within a set A if there is a set E q DTIME(t) such that A n S g E g A. A set S is almost t-couerable within A if there is a set E c A, E = DTIME( t),such that for any other E' GA, E' G DTIME(t), the set (E' -E) n S is finite.
The notion of almost t-coverability is a generalization of the notion of almost t-immunity discussed (for polynomial t) in and under the name "non-t-levelability" in . A set A is almost t-immune if it contains a DTIME(t) subset E that is maximal in the sense that for any other E' c A, E' G DTIME(t ), the set E' -E is finite. Hence, A is almost t-immune if and only if it is almost t-coverable within itself.
A set A is paddable if there is a polynomial time computable one-to-one function pad(x, y) such that for any strings x, y, pad(x, y)~A if and only if x = A. A is honestly paddable if for some constant k, I pad(x, y) I > ( I x I + I y I)1/~for all X, y. A is Zinear& paddable if for some constant k, k-'( I x I + I y 1) < I pad(x, y) I < k(l x I + I y 1) for all x, y. We note that many natural NP-and DEXT-complete sets are linearly paddable (e.g., the NP-complete set SAT, and the DEXT-complete set of circular attribute grammars [Jazayeri et al., 19751) .
The main rationale for Definition 5.1 lies in the following result, essentially due to Hartmanis [1983] . For functions s(n), t(n), define
LEMMA 5.3 (HARTMANIS). If DEXT # NEXT, then K[c log n, n' ] is not tcouerable within SAT, for any constant c >2 and polynomial t.
PROOF. Using the honest (in fact, linear) paddability of SAT, h is easy to show that for any c z 2, the set SAT n K[c log n, n'] is <~-hard for the class of tally sets in NP. If there is a set E q DTIME(t ) c P such that SAT n K[c log n, n'] c E g SAT, then in fact SAT n K[c log n, n'] = P, and so there cannot be any tally sets in NP -P; hence, DEXT = NEXT [Book, 1974] . u
One can also easily show that if A is honestly paddable and <~-hard for DEXT.
then A n~[c log n, n'], c >2, is <~, -hard for the class of tally sets in DEXT.
Since tally sets provably exist in DEXT -P, this establishes without any assumptions that~[c log n, rzc] cannot be t-covered within A for any polynomial t.
By our next lemma, we can improve the above results from "not t-cove rable"
to "not almost t-coverable" for any linearly paddable set A. Let A be a linearly paddable set. Then for all sufficiently large constants c and polynomials t, K[ c log n, n'] is almost t-tolerable within A if and otlly if it is t-couerable within A.
PROOF.
The "if" direction is trivial.
Only if. To prove the "only ifl' direction, we apply a construction from . Let A be a linearly paddable set, with a padding function pad( x, y) that is computable in time 0(( I x I + I y I )/), and is such that k-l(lx +Iy 1) <1 pad(x, y) l~k(lxl +Iy l). Since lyl>21xl, it follows from our assumptions on c that also y = K[c log n, n'] = K. Hence, for any x e A n K, x # A, the set
is an infinite subset of A n K. Moreover, there is a program that decides whether a string y is in EX in time O(ly 1~logly 1) = O(ly Id), so E, = DTIME(nd).
By the maximality of E, then, E, -E is finite. In particular, for each of the infinitely many x = (xl n K) -E, there is a y, I y I z I x I , such that y = (A n K) -E and jly) = E. Hence, the set B={y:yc E, f(y) GE) contains infinitely many strings that are in A n K but not in E. 13ut B is a subset of A (because y 6 A if and only if j(y) c A), and B = DTIME( rz~) (by the closure of DTIME(n~) under Boolean operations and the fact that I~(.x) I = 0( I x I)); this contradicts the assumed maximality of E. u
Now we are in a position to state and prove our second main theorem. As the statement of the theorem is rather technical, the reader may wish to glance at the several corollaries following the result for motivation.
THEOREM 5.5. Let A be a recursive set, and let s(n), u(n), and t(n) be nondecreasing jimctions such that 2s( '), U(n), and t(n) are time constructible.
Assume that the set K[s(n), u(n)] is not almost t-coverable within A. Then, for any time-constructible t '(n) = co(n 2'(n)(t( n) + u(n))), there exists a constant c such that for infinitely many x,
where t"(n) = ct'(n)logt'(n) + c. Note that since tl(n) = w(t( n)), the function~f-tends to infinity, and so for large enough n, the appropriate value of d is always tried out in the second-innermost loop of the algorithm.
For each of the finitely many q < p that are not tit-programs for A, there is some string Zq such that either timeu ( q, Zq ) > dt(IZq I) or U(q, z )~U(pi, z~). Let O be a nondecreasing function such that timeP~(z) s (3( I z l; for all z, and let nO = max{ I z~I : q < p is not a dt-program for A}.
Then the time required to complete the minimality check in the innermost loop is, for lx I = n, 0(21PI (Lit(n) + 2"''+'(dt( no) + 9(71")))) = o(t(n)).
But the time available for the check is J--dt( n ) = U( t( n.)), so for some sufficiently large x e~~~( p) n K the test will be successfully completed, and x printed-unless some x' G~~'~(p) n K, d' < d, gets printed first.
It remains to be shown that if K = K[s(n), u(n)] cannot be almost t-covered within A, then there will be infinitely many programs p of the desired type. Clearly,~~$x) = A(x) for all x, and by the efficient closure under union of our programming system, time~~x) = O(t ( I x I) ). Hence, L~(, c A, and Lqo G DTIME(t). A has p-hard instances, and let f be a <f-,Creduction from A to B (precisely, f is the function mapping a string x to the string queried in the reduction for x). Observe that because f is polynomial time computable, there is a constant e such that for any polynomial u there is a polynomial u' such that for all x,
This follows from the efficient closure under composition of our programming system (or else just by invariance).
To show that B has p-hard instances, fix some polynomial The assumption that A has p-hard instances, on the other hand, implies that for some polynomial t" and constant d, there exist infinitely many x such that ic''(x:
Combining these, we see that for infinitely many x, There exists a set A = DEXT slich that for some constant c and all x,
where exp(n) = 2n and exp'(n) = cn2~n + c.
The set A is constructed by a "weighted diagonalization" [Meyer and McCreight, 1971; Wilber, 1983] By invariance, then, there is a constant c such that for all p e h, x G E(p),
where T(n) = c'n22" + c'. Let c z c' be a constant such that for all strings x,
where exp'(n) = cn2zn + c. Note that because c z c' and exp'(n) z T(n), by (3) it is also true that for all p c h, x = E(p),
Let then x be any string, and let p be a minimal length exp-program for A deciding x. To establish our result, we need to consider two cases. Let S(") denote the set of strings of length at most n. A set of strings C is exponentially dense if there is a constant e > 0 such that for all n > 2, I C' n 2(") I >2'". For el'e~DEXT-complete set B, there exist an exponentially dense set of strings C and a constant c sLlch that for eleiy polynomial t and almost all x q C, icf(x : B) 2 K'xp'(x) -2 log K''p'(x) -c, where exp'(n) = cn22°+ c. [1985] to obtain a set that is strongly hi-immune, a condition implying that every <~-reduction from A to any other set is one-to-one almost everywhere. Let B be any DEXT-complete set, and let f be a reduction from A to B. Then f is almost everywhere one-to-one, and consequently the set C = f ( Z* ) is exponentially dense. Furthermore, we may assume that f is length-increasing, because all DEXT-complete sets are related by length-increasing reductions [Berman, 1977; Watanabe, 1985] , honestly paddable DEXT-complete sets exist, and reductions to honestly paddable sets can always be made length-increasing. By Proposition 3.5, there is a constant c1 such that for almost all x G~", and hence for almost all f(x) e C, ice'p(x: A) s ic'(f(x):B)
+ cl.
By the properties of~, on the other hand, there is a constant C2 such that for all x, <exp''( lyl)+r(lyl)+const. Iyl <c~exp''(ly l), for some constant c~. Let us denote c = Cdcz and exp'(n) = cn22'z + c. Because~is almost everywhere one-to-one, we see that for almost all~(x) = C, K"P'(f(x)) < K"P''(x) + C3.
Combining inequalities (6), (7), and (8), and observing that the function k -2 log k is monotonically increasing for k >4, we then obtain the result that for any constant c z c1 + C-2+ max{c~, 6} and for almost all y =~(x)~c, ict problem. At present, we have no lower bounds on the absolute instance complexity of the "hard instances" provided by the results in Section 5. The construction in the proof of Theorem 5.5 seems to suggest that at least a bound of O(log log n) on the complexity of the produced instances could be achieved, but we have not been able to establish this conclusively.
Optimally, one might even hope to match the Cl(log n) lower bound on absolute instance complexities for NP-hard sets from Section 4.
A NOTE ON RECENT WORK. Since this paper was completed, Arvind et al. [1992] have characterized our class IC[log, poly] as consisting of exactly those sets that can be both conjunctively and disjunctively reduced to tally sets, and proved that the class is downward closed under <[,, -reductions. These results then yield easy "structural complexity" proofs of our Theorem 4.1 and its corollaries.
In another development, Ko [1992] has proved that if one-way functions that are secure against polynomial size circuits exist, then any
